1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

Since the early 2010s, computer vision has been dominated by the introduction of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which have yielded unprecedented success in previously challenging tasks such as image recognition, image segmentation or object detection, among others. Considering the theory of neural networks was mostly developed decades earlier, one of the main driving factors behind this evolution was the widespread availability of high-performance computing devices and general purpose Graphic Processing Units (GPU). In parallel with the increase in computational requirements (Strubell et al., [@B37]), the last decades have seen a considerable development of portable, miniaturized, battery-powered devices, which pose constraints on the maximum power consumption.

Attempts at reducing the power consumption of traditional deep learning models have been made. Typically, these involve optimizing the network architecture, in order to find more compact networks (with fewer layers, or fewer neurons per layer) that perform equally well as larger networks. One approach is energy-aware pruning, where connections are removed according to a criterion based on energy consumption, and accuracy is restored by fine-tuning of the remaining weights (Molchanov et al., [@B24]; Yang et al., [@B39]). Other work looks for more efficient network structures through a full-fledged architecture search (Cai et al., [@B2]). The latter work was one of the winners of the Google "Visual Wake Words Challenge" at CVPR 2019, which sought models with memory usage under 250 kB, model size under 250 kB and per-inference multiply-add count (MAC) under 60 millions.

Using spiking neural networks (SNNs) on neuromorphic hardware is an entirely different, and much more radical, approach to the energy consumption problem. In SNNs, like in biological neural networks, neurons communicate with each other through isolated, discrete electrical signals (spikes), as opposed to continuous signals, and work in continuous instead of discrete time. Neuromorphic hardware (Indiveri et al., [@B14]; Esser et al., [@B7]; Furber, [@B8]; Thakur et al., [@B38]) is specifically designed to run such networks with very low power overhead, with electronic circuits that faithfully reproduce the dynamics of the model in real time, rather than simulating it on traditional von Neumann computers. Some of these architectures (including Intel\'s Loihi, IBM\'s TrueNorth, and SynSense\'s DynapCNN) support convolution operations, which are necessary for modern computer vision techniques, by an appropriate weight sharing mechanism.

The challenge of using SNNs for machine learning tasks, however, is in their training. Mimicking the learning process used in the brain\'s spiking networks is not yet feasible, because neither the learning rules, nor the precise fitness functions being optimized are sufficiently well-understood, although this is currently a very active area of research (Marblestone et al., [@B22]; Richards et al., [@B31]). Supervised learning routines for spiking networks have been developed (Bohte et al., [@B1]; Mostafa, [@B25]; Nicola and Clopath, [@B28]; Shrestha and Orchard, [@B35]; Neftci et al., [@B26]), but are slow and challenging to use. For applications which have little or no dependence on temporal aspects, it is more efficient to train an analog network (i.e., a traditional, non-spiking one) with the same structure, and transfer the learned parameters onto the SNN, which can then operate through rate coding. In particular, the conversion of pre-trained CNNs to SNNs has been shown to be a scalable and reliable process, without much loss in performance (Diehl et al., [@B6]; Rueckauer et al., [@B32]; Sengupta et al., [@B33]). But this approach is still challenging, because the naive use of analog CNN weights does not take into account the specific characteristics and requirements of SNNs. In particular, SNNs are more sensitive than analog networks to the magnitude of the input. Naive weight transfer can, therefore, lead to a silent SNN, or, conversely, to one with unnecessarily high firing rates, which have a high energy cost.

Here, we propose a hybrid training strategy which maintains the efficiency of training analog CNNs, while accounting for the fact that the network is being trained for eventual use in SNNs. Furthermore, we include the energy cost of the network\'s computations directly in the loss function during training, in order to minimize it automatically and dynamically. We demonstrate that networks trained with this strategy perform better per Joule of energy utilized. While we demonstrate the benefit of optimizing based on energy consumption, we believe this strategy is extendable to any approach that uses back-propagation to train the network, be it through a spiking network or a non-spiking network.

In the following sections, we will detail the training techniques we devised and applied for these purposes. We will test our networks on two standard problems. The first is the MNIST-DVS dataset of Dynamic Vision Sensor recordings. DVSs are event-based sensors, and, as such, the analysis of their recordings is an ideal application of spike-based neural networks. The second is the standard CIFAR-10 object recognition benchmark, which provides a reasonable comparison on computation cost to non-spiking networks. For each of these tasks, we will demonstrate the energy-accuracy trade-off of the networks trained with our methods. We show that significant amounts of energy can be saved with a small loss in performance, and conclude that ours is a viable strategy for training neuromorphic systems with a limited power budget.

2. Materials and Methods {#s2}
========================

In most state-of-the art neuromorphic architectures with time multiplexed units like Merolla et al. ([@B23]), Davies et al. ([@B5]), and Furber et al. ([@B9]), the various states need to be fetched from memory and rewritten. Such operations happen every time a neuron receives a synaptic event. Whenever one of these operations is performed, the neuromorphic hardware consumes a certain amount of energy. For instance in Indiveri and Sandamirskaya ([@B15]) the authors show that this energy consumption is usually of the order of 10^−11^ J. While there are several other processes that consume power on a neuromorphic device, the bulk of the active power on these devices is used by the synaptic operations. Reducing their number is therefore the most natural way to keep energy usage low.

In this paper we explore strategies to lower synaptic operations and evaluate their effect on the network\'s computational performance. We suggest to train, or fine-tune, networks with an additional loss term which explicitly enforces lower activations in the trained network---and consequently lower firing rates of the corresponding spiking network. This is analogous to the *L*~1~ term used by Esser et al. ([@B7]) and Neil et al. ([@B27]), but applied on synaptic operations directly rather than firing rates, and set up so that a target SynOp count value can be set. Additionally, we introduce quantization of the activations on each layer, which mimics the discretization effect of spiking networks, so that the network activity remains at reasonable levels even when the regularization term is strong. The following sections illustrate the technical details and introduce the datasets and networks we use for evaluation.

2.1. Training Strategies
------------------------

### 2.1.1. Parameter Scaling

By scaling the weights, biases and/or thresholds of neurons in different layers, we can influence the number of spikes generated in each layer, thereby allowing us to tune the synaptic activity of the model. This is easy to do, even with pre-trained weights. For a scale-invariant network, such as any network whose only non-linearities are ReLUs, this method attains perfect results, because a linear rescaling of the weights causes a linear rescaling of the output, which gives identical results for classification tasks where we select the class that receives the highest activation.

We use this method as a baseline comparison for our results. We chose to rescale the weights of the first convolutional layer of our network by a variable factor ρ:
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which is equivalent to a rescaling of the input signal by the same factor. Note that an increase/decrease in the first layer\'s output firing rate causes a correspondent increase/decrease in the activation of all the subsequent layers, and thereby reduces the global energy consumption of the whole network.

For baseline comparisons, we also apply the "robust" weight scaling suggested by Rueckauer et al. ([@B32]). This consists of a per-layer scaling of weights, in such a way that the maximum level of activation is constant along the network. For robustness, the 99th percentile of activations is taken as a measure of output magnitude in each layer, estimated from forward passes over 25,600 samples of the training set. In this way, the activity of the network is balanced over its layers, in the sense that no layer unnecessarily amplifies or reduces the activity level compared to its input.

The scale-invariance property of ReLU functions does not hold for the corresponding spiking network, and small activation values could cause discretization errors, or even yield a completely silent spiking network from a perfectly functional analog network.

### 2.1.2. Synaptic Operation Optimization

We measure the activity of the network, for each layer group, in correspondence with the ReLU operations, which effectively correspond to the spikes from an equivalent SNN ([Supplementary Figure 2](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We denote the activity of neuron *i* in layer ℓ as $a_{i}^{\ell}$. We define the *fan-out* of each group of layers, $f_{\text{out}}^{\ell}$, as the number of units of layer ℓ + 1 that receive the signal emitted by a single neuron in layer ℓ. This measure is essential in estimating the number of synaptic operations (SynOps) *s*^ℓ^ elicited by each layer:
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We directly add this number to the loss we want to minimize, optionally specifying a target value *S*~0~ for the desired number of SynOps:
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where $\mathcal{C}$ is the cross-entropy loss, *t* is the target label, and α is a constant. We will refer to this additional term as *SynOp loss*. In this work, we will always choose $\alpha = 1/S_{0}^{2}$, in order to keep the SynOp loss term normalized independently of *S*~0~. Although setting *S*~0~ = 0 and tweaking the value of α instead is also a valid choice, we found it easier to set a direct target for the power budget, which leads to more predictable results.

Additionally, we performed some experiments where an *L*~1~ penalty on activations was used, without fanout-based weighting. Against our expectations, we did not find a significant difference in power consumption between the models trained with or without per-layer weighting ([Supplementary Figure 1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, we use the fanout-based penalty throughout this paper, since this addresses the power consumption more directly, and we cannot rule out that this difference may be more significant in larger networks.

### 2.1.3. Quantization-Aware Training and Surrogate Gradient

Optimizing for energy consumption with the SynOp loss mentioned above has unintended consequences. During training, the optimizer tries to achieve smaller activations, but cannot account for the fact that, when the activations are too small, discretization errors become more prominent. Throughout this paper, by discretization error we mean the discrepancy that occurs when a real number needs to be represented in a discrete way---namely, the value of each neuron\'s activation, which is continuous, needs to be translated in a finite number of spikes, leading to inevitable approximations. To solve this issue, we introduce a form of quantization during training. The quantization of activations mimics, in the context of an analog network, a form of discretization analogous to what happens in a spiking network. Therefore, the network can be already aware of the discretization error at training time, and automatically adjust its parameters in order to properly account for it. To this end, we turn all ReLU activation functions into "quantized" (i.e., step-wise) ReLUs, which additionally truncate the inputs to integers, as follows:
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where ⌊·⌋ indicates the floor operation. This choice introduces a further problem: this function is discontinuous, and its derivative is uniformly zero wherever it is defined. To avoid the zeroing of gradients during the backward pass, we use a *surrogate gradient* method (Neftci et al., [@B26]), whereby the gradient of QReLU is approximated with the gradient of a normal ReLU during the backward pass:
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This is not the only way to approximate the gradient of a step-wise function in a meaningful way, and closer approximations are certainly possible; however, we found that this linear approximation works sufficiently well for our purposes.

In this work, we apply QReLUs in combination with the SynOp loss term illustrated in the previous section, but quantization on activations could be independently used for a more accurate training of spiking networks. We note that quantization-aware training in different forms has been used before (Hubara et al., [@B12]; Guo, [@B10]), but its typical purpose is to sharply decrease the memory consumption of CNNs, by storing both activations and weights as lower-precision numbers (e.g., as int8 instead of the typical float32). PyTorch recently started providing support utilities for this purpose[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}.

2.2. Spiking Network Simulations With Sinabs
--------------------------------------------

After training, we tested our trained weights on spiking network simulations. Unlike tests done on analog networks, these are time-dependent simulations, which fully account for the time dynamics of the input spike trains, and closely mimic the behavior of a neuromorphic hardware implementation, like DynapCNN (Liu et al., [@B21]). Our simulations are written using the Sinabs Python library[^2^](#fn0002){ref-type="fn"}, which uses non-leaky integrate-and-fire neurons with a linear response function. The sub-threshold neuron dynamics of the non-leaky integrate and fire neurons are described as follows:
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where *v* is the membrane potential of the neuron, *R* is a constant, *I*~*syn*~ is the synaptic input current, *I*~*bias*~ is a constant input current term, *W* is the synaptic weight matrix and *S*(*t*) is a vector of input spike trains. For the results presented in this paper, we assume *R* = 1 without any loss of generality. Upon reaching a spiking threshold *v*th the neuron\'s membrane potential is reduced by a value v th (not reset to zero).

As a result of the above, between times *t* and *t* + δ*t*, for a total input current *I*(*t*) = *I*~*syn*~(*t*) + *I*~*bias*~, the neurons generate a number of spikes *n*(*t, t* + δ*t*) given by the following equation:
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In order to simulate the equivalent SNN model on Sinabs, the CNN\'s pre-trained weights are directly transferred to the equivalent SNN.

2.3. Digit Recognition on DVS Recordings
----------------------------------------

### 2.3.1. Task and Dataset

As a benchmark to assess the performance of the above training methods, we used an image recognition task on real data recorded by a Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS). Given a spike train generated by the DVS, our spiking networks identify the class to which the object belongs---corresponding to the fastest-firing neuron in the output layer. For this task, we used the MNIST-DVS dataset at scale 16 (Serrano-Gotarredona and Linares-Barranco, [@B34]; Liu et al., [@B20]), a collection of DVS recordings where digits from the classic MNIST dataset (LeCun et al., [@B18]) are shown to the DVS camera as they move on a screen.

During the training phase, we presented the (analog) neural network with images formed of accumulated DVS events, i.e., DVS spike trains divided into chunks and collapsed along the time dimension. The value of each pixel (0-255 in the image encoding we chose) was determined simply by the number of events on that pixel. The DVS recordings were split into frames not based on time length, but according to event count: the accumulation of each frame was stopped when the total number of events per frame reached a value of 3,000 ([Figures 1A,B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This ensured all frames had comparable pixel values without the need for normalization, and all contained similar amounts of information regardless of the type of activity presented. The information regarding event polarity was discarded, resulting in a 1-channel input frame (analogous to gray-scale image).

![Illustration of the MNIST-DVS dataset, as used in this work, and of the network model we used for the task. **(A)** A single accumulated frame of 3,000 spikes, as used for training. **(B)** the corresponding 3,000 spikes, in location and time. **(C)** Example single-millisecond frames, as sequentially shown to the Sinabs spiking network during the tests presented in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. **(D)** The convolutional network model we used for this task. All convolutional layers and the linear layer are followed by ReLUs. Dropout is used before the linear layer at training time.](fnins-14-00662-g0001){#F1}

During testing on the spiking network simulation, the corresponding spike trains were presented to the network with 1 ms time resolution ([Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), to simulate the real-time event transmission between the DVS and a neuromorphic chip. This value was chosen to enable reasonable simulation times, but could be lowered if needed. [Figure 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, to simulate the real-time event transmission between the DVS and a neuromorphic chip. The network state was reset between the presentation of a data chunk and the next. The polarity of events was ignored. Of the original 10,000 recordings (1,000 per digit from zero to nine), we set 20% aside as test set.

### 2.3.2. Network Architecture

In order to solve the task mentioned above, we used a simple convolutional neural network, with three 2D convolutional layers (3 × 3 filters), each followed by an average pooling layer (2 × 2 filters) and a rectified linear unit. The choice of average pooling is due to the difficulties of implementing max pooling in spiking networks (Rueckauer et al., [@B32]). The last layer is a linear (fully connected) layer, which outputs the class predictions ([Figure 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We used a cross-entropy loss function to evaluate the model predictions and optimized the network weights using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, [@B16]) with a learning rate of 10^−3^. Bias parameters were deactivated everywhere in the network. A 50% dropout was used just before the fully connected layer at training time. The network was implemented using PyTorch (Paszke et al., [@B30]).

The whole procedure can be summarized as follows:

1.  The dataset is prepared by dividing the original DVS recordings in sections of 3,000 spikes each, ignoring event polarity. From these the following is saved: (a) The spike train itself, used for testing(b) An image, corresponding to the time-collapsed spike train, with pixel values equal to the number of spikes at that location, used for training.

2.  A neural network is trained, applying quantization in correspondence with every ReLU. The loss used for training is binary cross-entropy with the addition of the synoploss term (Equation 2).

3.  The trained weights are transferred to a spiking network simulation, implemented in Sinabs. The network dynamics is simulated with 1 ms time resolution. The network prediction is defined as the neuron that spikes the most over the 3,000-spike input. Synaptic operations are counted as the sum of spikes emitted by each layer, weighted on the fan-out of that layer.

For reproducibility, the python code implementing these methods is available at [gitlab.com/aiCTX/synoploss](https://gitlab.com/aiCTX/synoploss).

2.4. Object Recognition on CIFAR-10
-----------------------------------

### 2.4.1. Task and Dataset

In order to validate the approach on a dataset with higher complexity than MNIST, we also benchmarked our work on CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky et al., [@B17]), a visual object classification task. The input images were augmented with random crop and horizontal flip, and then normalized to \[−1, 1\]. A 20% dropout rate was applied to the input layer to further augment the input data.

For the experimental results on this dataset, we directly injected the image pixel analog value to the first layer of convolutions as input current in each simulation time step for *N*~*dt*~ time steps. The magnitude of the current was scaled down by the same value *N*~*dt*~, in order to have an accumulated current, over the whole simulation, equal to the analog input value. The Sinabs simulations were run for *N*~*dt*~ = 10 time steps, obtaining SynOps and accuracy values. The network state was reset between the presentation of an image and the next.

### 2.4.2. Network Architecture and Training Procedure

In order to solve the task mentioned above, we used an All-ConvNet (Springenberg et al., [@B36]), a 9-layer convolutional network, without bias terms, which has 1.9M parameters in total. The ReLU layers in the model, including the last output layer, were replaced with QReLUs. All the convolutional layers in this network are followed by a dropout layer with a rate of 10%, which not only prevents over-fitting, but also compensates the SNN\'s discrete representations of analog values. As illustrated in Springenberg et al. ([@B36]), training lasts 350 epochs, and the learning rate is initialized at 2.5 × 10^−4^ and scaled down by a factor of 10 at epochs \[200, 250, 300\]. We use the Adam optimizer with weight decay of 10^−3^. Note that the model was trained without ReLU on the last output layer, since it is harder to train the classification layer when the outputs are only positive, while the classification accuracy was tested with ReLU on the output layer, in order to have an equivalent network to the spiking model.

The entire experiment is as follows:

1.  Train an ANN network, *anet*, get its MAC and test the accuracy with original CIFAR10 dataset.

2.  Scale up the weights of the first layer of *anet* by ρ, and transfer the weights to the SNN equivalence, *snet*. (a) Test the accuracy and SynOps of *snet* with *N*~*dt*~ = 10, the input current is 1/10 of a pixel value.(b) Increase ρ, and repeat 2(a) till the accuracy reached about the ANN accuracy.

3.  Select a ρ from Step 2, where the *snet* have SynOps \> MAC, and start quantization-aware training with the SynOp loss. (a) Set the target SynOp to half of the current SynOps and train.(b) Test the accuracy and get the SynOps, then repeat 3(a) until the accuracy is too low to be meaningful, and thus a full accuracy/SynOps curve is obtained.

### 2.4.3. SynOps Optimization

Before training the network with QReLU activations, the network was first trained with ReLU to get an initial set of parameters. The network with QReLU was then initialized with the scaled parameters (scaling up by ρ on the first layer). The scaling factor ρ was chosen to initialize the network in a state where enough information is propagated through layers so that the network performs reasonably well. Consequently, the weights of the last weighted layer were scaled by 1/ρ, in order to adapt the classification loss back to its original range.

During testing, we measured the ANN and SNN performance in terms of their accuracy and SynOps, and found a mismatch of SynOps between training and testing. There are two main reasons: (1) The output of a dropout layer (with a dropout rate *p*) is always scaled down by 1 − *p* to compensate the dropped out activations, however the mismatch could be large after a sequence of dropout layers. (2) Due to discrete spike events operated in the network where the order (not only the count) of the spikes matters, the mismatch occurs between the spike count-based analog activation and the actual spiking ones.

To compensate for this mismatch, for all the trained models we tested the performance with both 1.5 × and 2 × scaled-up first layer weights. Lastly, we optimized the QReLU-based model with the objective of minimizing the classification error given a target SynOps. We trained 30 models with lower and lower target SynOps, and each model was initialized with the trained weights of the previous one.

3. Results {#s3}
==========

3.1. The SynOp Loss Term Leads to a Reduction in Network Activity on DVS Data
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, we show the results of four methods to reduce the activity of the network, in a way that yields energy savings. First, as a baseline, we trained a traditional CNN using a cross-entropy loss function, and rescaled down the weights of its first layer. This is equivalent to rescaling the input values, and has the effect of proportionally reducing the activity in all subsequent layers of the network. The "baseline" model in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} is the same network, with no input rescaling: weights are transferred from the CNN to the corresponding layers of the SNN without any changes or special considerations. Thresholds are set to 1 on all layers. Second, following Rueckauer et al. ([@B32]), we rescaled the weights of each layer in such a way that the maximum activation in each layer stays constant (see section 2). The input weights are again rescaled as stated above. Third, we introduced an additional term in the loss function, the SynOp loss, which directly pushes the estimated number of SynOps to a given value. We trained CNN models, each with a different target number of synaptic operations, independently of each other. Furthermore, excessive reduction of the SynOps leads to the silencing of certain neurons, and other discretization errors, causing an immediate drop in accuracy. To account for this we jointly use the SynOp loss term and quantization-aware training.

![Results on the MNIST-DVS dataset. **Left**: SynOps-accuracy curves computed on a spiking network simulation with Sinabs. Each point represents a different model, trained for a different value of *S*~0~ or rescaled by a different value of ρ. The red star represents the original model, standard CNN weights transferred to the SNN without changes. The solid lines are smoothed versions of the curves described by the data points, provided as a guide to the eye. **Center**: a zoomed-in version of the left panel, showing direct comparison between layer-wise gain scaling (Rueckauer et al., [@B32]) and our method. **Right**: SynOps per layer, compared between the baseline model and a selected model trained with the SynOp loss and quantization. This is the model indicated by a black circle in the first panel. Note that the input SynOps depend only on the input data, and cannot be changed by training.](fnins-14-00662-g0002){#F2}

We tested our training methods on a real-world use case of SNNs. Dynamic Vision Sensors (DVS) are used in neuromorphic engineering as very-low-power sources of visual information, and are a natural data source for SNNs simulated on neuromorphic hardware. We transferred the weights learned with the methods described above onto a spiking network simulation, and used it to identify the digits presented to the DVS in the MNIST-DVS dataset.

Our results show that adding a requirement on the number of synaptic operations to the loss yields better results in terms of accuracy compared to rescaling input weights and layer-wise activation gains ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, orange). Using the SynOp loss together with quantization during training outperforms the simpler methods, allowing for further reduction of the SynOps value with smaller losses in accuracy ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, blue).

Among the models trained in this way, we selected one with a good balance between energy consumption and accuracy, and used it for a direct comparison with the baseline (that is, weights from an ANN without quantization and no additional loss terms). The second and third panels of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} graphically show the large decrease in the number of synaptic operations required by each layer of our model, and the very small reduction in performance. This particular model brings accuracy down from 96.3 to 95.0%, while reducing the number of synaptic operations from 3.86M to 0.63M, an 84% reduction of the SynOp-related energy consumption.

3.2. The SynOp Loss Leads to a Lower Operations Count Compared to ANNs on CIFAR10
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SNNs are a natural way of working with DVS events, having advantages over ANNs in event-driven processing. However, it is also interesting to highlight the benefits of using SNNs over ANNs in conventional non-spiking computer vision tasks, e.g., CIFAR-10, where SNNs can still offer advantages in power consumption. As stated in section 2.4, we have trained the network with two approaches: (1) conventional ANN training plus weight scaling as the baseline; (2) further training with QReLU and SynOp Loss for performance optimization.

### 3.2.1. Weight Scaling

We first trained the analog All-ConvNet on CIFAR-10, attaining an accuracy of 91.37% and a MAC of 306M (red star in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Then, we transferred the trained weights directly on the equivalent SNN and scaled the weights of its first layer to manipulate the overall activity level. This is shown by the blue crosses in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}: as the SynOp count grows, so does the accuracy. However, the SynOps are around 10 times to the MAC of ANN when the accuracy reaches an acceptable rate of 90.7%. To improve on this result, we fine-tuned this training by adding quantization and the SynOp loss.

![Accuracy vs. SynOps curves on the non-spiking CIFAR-10 task. "ANN" results (red crosses and purple dots) are SynOp count estimations based on the quantized activations of an analog network. "SNN" results (blue crosses and green dots) are SynOp values obtained by Sinabs simulation. The performance of models fine-tuned with SynOp loss and quantization (dots) shows a clear advantage over weight rescaling (crosses). Right panel: a zoomed-in plot of the dashed region. A high-light blue cross represents a good performance of the arbitrary weight scaling. The good trade-off points, trained with SynOp loss and quantization, listed in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} are marked with green "+." The results from other work are marked with orange triangles. The original ANN model, for which the MAC is plotted instead of the SynOps, is marked with a red star.](fnins-14-00662-g0003){#F3}

A faster way to measure the same quantities is by testing the analog model, with ReLU layers all replaced with QReLU, and count the activation levels instead of the Sinabs spike counts. Estimations based on this quantized activation layers are shown as red crosses in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The performance on accuracy and SynOps of the analog network and its spiking equivalent are well aligned, showing that quantized activations are a good proxy for the firing rates of the simulated SNN, at least in this regime.

### 3.2.2. SynOp Loss Optimization

We further fine-tuned one of the weight-scaled models obtained above, with the addition of quantization-aware training and the SynOp loss. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} also shows the classification accuracy and SynOps for both quantized-analog and spiking models (blue and green dots, respectively) trained with this method.

Multiple SNN test trials achieve better accuracy than the original ANN model (red star, 91.37%), thanks to the further training with QReLU. As the SynOp goes down, the accuracy stays above the original ANN model until 91.43% when SynOps are at 277M (see one of the green "+" in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Note that, the SNN has outperformed ANN both on accuracy and operations count, where the number of MAC in the original ANN is 306M. As another good example of accuracy-SynOp trade-off (90.37% at 127M), our model could perform reasonably well, above 90%, by reducing 58% (Syn-MAC ratio is 0.42) of computing operations from the original ANN. Therefore, running the SNN model on neuromorphic hardware will benefit on energy efficiency not only from the lower computation cost of SynOps but also from the significant reduction on operation counts. Additionally, the plot shows how this method outperforms weight scaling in terms of operation counts by roughly a factor of 10 for all accuracy values.

As far as we know, our converted SNN model from the AllConvNet reached the state-of-the-art accuracy at 91.75% among SNN models (see detailed comparison in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, our model is the smallest, at 1.9M parameters, while the BinaryConnect model (Rueckauer et al., [@B32]) is 7 times larger in size and WeightNorm, consisting of a VGG-16 (Sengupta et al., [@B33]), is eight-fold in size. Although achieving the best accuracy requires a SynOp of 2,179M, this can easily be reduced by 27% by giving up 0.02% in accuracy, see the two green "+" on the top-right of [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Comparing to the result from Sengupta et al. ([@B33]) (orange triangle on the right of [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), our model achieves 91.47% in accuracy at 368M SynOps, thus only loses 0.08% in accuracy but saves 41% of SynOps and energy. Thanks to the optimization of the SynOp loss, the number of SynOps is continuously pushed down while keeping an appropriate accuracy, e.g., 85.71% at a SynOp of 64M. This result not only outperforms most of the early attempts of SNN models for the CIFAR-10 task (Cao et al., [@B3]; Hunsberger and Eliasmith, [@B13]; Panda and Roy, [@B29]), but also brings down the SynOps to only 1/5 of the MAC and saves 86% energy compared to Rueckauer et al. ([@B32]).

###### 

Comparison with best SNN models on CIFAR-10.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **SNN models**   **Net architecture**   **Best accuracy**   **Accuracy-SynOps trade-off**                                                           
  ---------------- ---------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------- ---------- ---------- -------------- ------------------ -----------------
  BinaryConnect    14M                    616M                90.85                           N/A        N/A        84.87          460M               0.75

  WeightNorm       15M                    313M                91.55                           **618M**   **1.98**   **91.55**      **618M**           **1.98**

  \                \                      \                   \                               \          \          **$91.47$**\   $368\text{M}$\     $1.20\text{M}$\
  Ours             **1.9M**               **306M**            **91.75**\                      2179M\     7.12\      91.43\         277M\              0.91\
                                                              91.73                           1593M      5.21       90.37\         127M\              0.42\
                                                                                                                    **$85.71$**    **$64\text{M}$**   **$0.21$**
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*BinaryConnect: 8-layer ConvNet from Rueckauer et al. ([@B32]); WeightNorm: VGG-16 model from Sengupta et al. ([@B33]). The most efficient model and the best performance are highlighted as bold fonts. Regarding to the comparisons on accuracy-SynOps trade-off, blue colored result in our models refers to the performance close to that of Rueckauer et al. ([@B32]); while green shows the result approximates to Sengupta et al. ([@B33]). And the numbers in bold only highlight the winner in these two comparisons*.

In a brief summary, (1) the energy-aware training strategy pushes down the SynOps 10 times compared to its weight scaling baseline; (2) the QReLU-trained SNN achieves the state-of-the-art accuracy in CIFAR-10 task; and (3) the trade-off performances between accuracy and energy show a significant save in computation cost/energy comparing to existing SNN models and the equivalent non-spiking CNN.

### 3.2.3. SynOp vs. Accuracy for Shorter Inference Times

Unlike the DVS data, which has its own time dynamics, there are no restrictions on how static images should be presented to the network in time. Therefore we measure total spike count instead of firing rates, thus calculating the total energy cost per image, independently of time. For example, [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows how SynOp loss optimization pushes the SynOp to a value lower than the MAC during training. This is one of the approaches in which SNNs outperform ANNs in the accuracy-operations trade-off; while the other benefit SNNs naturally bring is the temporal encoding and computation. SNNs continuously output a prediction from the moment when the input currents are injected. This prediction becomes more accurate with more time. For the experiments presented in the previous sections, we only measure the classification accuracy when the input is completely forwarded into the network, *N*~*dt*~ = 10: the input currents are chosen so that the total input accumulated over *N*~*dt*~ = 10 time steps is equivalent to that of the analog network during training. In [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, we measure how SNN models perform in the course of the entire process, *N*~*dt*~ = 1, 2, 3, \..., 10. The figure shows how classification accuracy increases when more simulation time-steps are allowed, and therefore more accumulated current is injected to the network. Each gray curve represents a single trained model, and the SynOp and accuracy are tested with increasing *N*~*dt*~. The colored dots mark the accuracy-SynOps pair at *N*~*dt*~ = 4, 6, 8, 10 over all trained networks. The same-colored dots approach to the expected SNN result (green dots at *N*~*dt*~ = 10) as *N*~*dt*~ increases.

![Total activity and accuracy on the CIFAR-10 benchmark for increasing inference times (current injected for longer times, thus leading to more SynOps). Gray lines correspond to individual SNN models, tested at *N*~*dt*~ = 1, \..., 10. To facilitate same *N*~*dt*~ comparison, colored dots were added for all models at *N*~*dt*~ = 4, 6, 8, 10.](fnins-14-00662-g0004){#F4}

On the other hand, understanding the relationship between inference time and accuracy is very relevant when dealing with DVS data. In general, a global reduction of spike rates in a rate-based network causes a corresponding increase in the latency, since more time is needed to accumulate enough spikes for a reliable prediction. We compared one of our networks with an equivalent model prepared through the "robust" layer-wise normalization technique from Rueckauer et al. ([@B32]), with a few different values of input weight scale. [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows that the dependency of accuracy on the inference time follows a similar trajectory for all these models. We conclude that the increase in latency does not depend on the specific method used for optimization, and our network\'s latency is similar to that of other models with similar accuracy, despite the much lower power consumption (shown in previous sections).

![Limited-time inference on MNIST-DVS. Here, the accuracy of the networks is measured at a limited input length of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 ms. The accuracy of the network trained with our method (again, we chose the one indicated by the black circle in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) behaves, in relation to observation time, similarly to that of other networks, but with lower power consumption. The models and color choices are the same as in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The different purple lines correspond to different rescaling of the input layer weights, chosen so to have a comparable accuracy with the other curves.](fnins-14-00662-g0005){#F5}

### 3.2.4. Effects on Weight Statistics

Common regularization techniques in ordinary neural networks often involve the inclusion of an *L*~1~ or *L*~2~ cost on the network weights. In rough, intuitive terms, *L*~1~ regularization has a sparsifying effect, pushing smaller connections toward zero; *L*~2~ regularization generally keeps the weights from growing to excessively large values. Conversely, the effect on weights of penalizing synaptic operations or reducing the network\'s activity, as we do with the SynOp loss term, is not immediately clear. We investigate whether imposing low synaptic operations count has a sparsifying effect on the weight structure. To this end, we examine how many synaptic connections in our models are null connections, which we define as weights *w* such that \|*w*\| \< 10^−9^ (this threshold can be changed by several orders of magnitude without impacting the conclusions). We performed this analysis on the networks trained on the CIFAR-10 dataset, as explained in the previous sections. These networks are much wider and deeper than the ones used for the MNIST-DVS task, and therefore can better show weight sparseness effects. [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} (left) shows how the fraction of null weights changes with the SynOp count (and thus, of the regularization strength), and compares it with the model\'s accuracy. When the number of synaptic operations is forced to be extremely low, the fraction of null weights reaches values above 90%. A large increase in null connections, however, is already noticeable for models above 80% accuracy, showing that the SynOp loss term does have a sparsifying effect, and that this is desirable. For the sake of completeness, in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} (right), we also show a depiction of the distribution of weights as a function of the number of synaptic operations.

![Effect of the SynOp loss on the network\'s weights. **Left**: the fraction of near-zero weights (\|*w*\| \< 10^−9^) greatly increases in models where a stricter reduction of SynOp counts were imposed. The test-set accuracy values for each model are also shown for comparison. **Right**: the distribution of weights as a function of the SynOp count. Shaded areas indicate, from lighter to darker, the following inter-quantile ranges: 10--90%; 20--80%; 30--70%; 40--60%. The solid line is the median weight. The models used for this test are the same as those shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, trained with quantization on static CIFAR images.](fnins-14-00662-g0006){#F6}

Setting synaptic weights to zero is effectively equivalent to pruning certain connections between a layer and the next. Other than *L*~1~ regularization of the weights, more sophisticated pruning-and-retraining algorithms have been studied in the machine learning literature (LeCun et al., [@B19]; Hassibi and Stork, [@B11]). However, advanced pruning methods (such as those based on Fisher information) are usually coupled with partial retraining of the network, and are therefore more alike a form of architectural search (Crowley et al., [@B4]). Due to the retraining of the remaining weights, these forms of pruning are not guaranteed to reduce the activity levels if not coupled to other forms of regularization.

4. Discussion and Conclusion {#s4}
============================

We used two techniques which significantly improve the energy requirements of machine learning models that run on neuromorphic hardware, while maintaining similar performances.

The first improvement consisted in optimizing the energy expenditure by directly adding it to the loss function during training. This method encourages smaller activations in all neurons, which is not in itself an issue in analog models, but can lead to discretization errors, due to the lower firing rates, once the weights are transferred to a spiking network. To solve this problem, we introduced the second improvement; quantization-aware training, whereby the network activity is quantized at each layer, i.e., only integer activations are allowed. Discretizing the network\'s activity would normally reduce all gradients to zero: this can be solved by substituting the true gradient with a surrogate.

Applying these two methods together, we achieved an up to 10-fold drop in the number of synaptic operations and the consequent energy consumption in the DVS-MNIST task, with only a minor (1-2%) loss in performance, when comparing to simply transferring the weights from a trained CNN to a spiking network. To demonstrate the scalability of this approach, we also show that, as the network grows bigger to solve a much more complex task of CIFAR-10 image classification, the SynOps are reduced to 42% of the MAC, while losing 1% of accuracy (90.37% at 127M). The accuracy-energy trade-off can be flexibly tuned at training time. We also showed the consequences of using this method on the distribution of network weights and the network\'s accuracy as a function of time.

While training based on static frames is not the optimal approach to leverage all the benefits of spike-based computation, it enables fast training with the use of state-of-the-art deep learning tools. In addition, the hybrid strategy to train SNNs based on a target power metric is unique to SNNs. Conversely, optimizing the energy requirement of an ANN/CNN requires modification of the network architecture itself, which can require large amounts of computational resources (Cai et al., [@B2]). In this work, we demonstrated that we can train an SNN to a target energy level without a need to alter the network hyperparameters. A potential drawback of this approach of (re)training the model as opposed to simply transferring the weights of a pre-trained model is brought to light when attempting to convert very deep networks trained over large datasets such as IMAGENET. Pre-trained deep CNNs trained over large datasets are readily available on the web and can be used to quickly instantiate a spiking CNN. The task becomes much more cumbersome to optimize for power utilization using the method described in this paper, ie. one has to retrain the network over the relevant dataset for optimal performance. However, our method can also be effectively used to fine-tune a pre-trained network, removing the need for training from scratch ([Supplementary Figure 1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, no large event-based datasets of the magnitude of IMAGENET exist currently, and perhaps when such datasets are generated, the corresponding models optimized for spiking CNNs will also be developed and made readily available.

The quantization and SynOp-based optimization used in this paper can potentially be applied, beyond the method illustrated here, in more general contexts such as algorithms based on back-propagation through time to reduce power usage. Such a reduction in power usage can make a large difference when the model is ran on a mobile, battery-powered, neuromorphic device, with potential for a significant impact in the industrial applications.
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